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The following improvements have been made
to the features of Trimble Connect Visualizer:

The updated Connect Card has been
rewritten, and additional fields have been
added. Visualizers for the following new

Trimble Connect features have been added:
Builder/Architect, Building Manager, Building

Inspector, Erector, Hardware Engineer,
Poured Concrete, Sewage HVAC Designer,
Structure Designer, Structure Inspector,

Utility Designer and Zoning Administrator.
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The new Visualizer can now render your own
custom textures, and user defined colors

instead of standard defaults. This
functionality will enable you to present your
project or express your intent to position the
unique approach you will take to the project.
With the new Visualizer, you will see material
exactly how it would look like in real life, no

matter how specific and custom your surface
finishes, concrete finishes, paints, and other
material may be. This new software version
includes two modules within the same app:

One is a new Connect Card and the other is a
new Trimble Connect Visualizer. The new

Trimble Connect Card is used for both hard
and soft real-time monitoring. It provides two
user friendly ways to monitor your projects

within Trimble Connect. In addition, they can
be easily saved and shared between projects.
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The Visualizer is used for buildings and other
infrastructure and allows users to display and

share various building components using
different shades of color with the help of

textures. Based on the open data standard,
the Trimble Connect Visualizer is created to

offer a completely customizable look and feel
without altering the existing model view or

hunching its head to create new features. The
Trimble Connect Visualizer comes with

customizable rendering of standard textures
and user defined colors. You can add text,

such as names, company, or project, on the
roofs or walls and on each section of the

walls, ceilings and floors. These details will
serve as the digital blueprint of your future

buildings or structures.
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high-level dashboards give you quick
visualizations of your workshop operations,
including the current status of your entire

shop floor production. you can also drill down
to the data for a deeper view and you can

customize the visualizations to fit your
preferences. the dashboard functionality can
be turned on user by user. the dashboards

are available in tekla epm 2021 go version in
conjunction with tekla epm 2021. to address

these barriers, trimble developed new
solutions that incorporate 3d design and

analysis tools into the software process. the
company's new cloud-based application,

trimble 3d cloud, provides new processes for
model-based design and detailed engineering

of any design. trimble 3d cloud gives
engineers a single platform for model-based
design and analysis, eliminating the need to
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bounce between multiple applications, and
providing an environment for model-based
collaboration and sharing with others. the
trimble 3d cloud, a cloud-based 3d design

and engineering application, allows engineers
to connect to the application via the web,

mobile device, or desktop application,
without needing to install the application on

their computer. at this stage, trimble 3d
cloud is only available to u.s. military

departments and the national oceanic and
atmospheric administration. other

organizations will be able to use the 3d cloud
over the next several years, and those

organizations include the u. forest service,
the national park service, the u. army corps

of engineers, and the u. transportation
command. autodesk has made tekla epm

2021 available for beta testing. this release
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brings a number of new features and
enhancements to tekla epm 2021 including a
new layout for importing project details and
an advanced editor for importing and editing
tool paths. tekla epm 2021 also provides an
enhanced source-to-assembly workflow for
importing assemblies from external tools,

such as trimble connect. in addition, several
new capabilities and enhancements have

been added to tekla epm 2021’s integrated
2d and 3d modeling tools including the ability

to apply details on assemblies, create and
manage assemblies, and view and edit

assembly details such as name, status, and
component information. tekla epm 2021 is

available for beta testing. 5ec8ef588b
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